The concepts of ecosystem regime shifts, thresholds and alternative or multiple stable states are used extensively in the ecological and environmental management literature. When applied to aquatic ecosystems, these terms are used inconsistently reflecting differing levels of supporting evidence among ecosystem types. Although many aquatic ecosystems around the world have become degraded, the magnitude and causes of changes, relative to the range of historical variability, are poorly known. A working group supported by the Australian Centre for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis (ACEAS) reviewed 135 papers on freshwater ecosystems to assess the evidence for pressure-induced non-linear changes in freshwater ecosystems; these papers used terms indicating sudden and non-linear change in their titles and key-words, and so was a positively biased sample. We scrutinized papers for study context and methods, ecosystem characteristics and focus, types of pressures and ecological responses considered, and the type of change reported (i.e. gradual, non-linear, hysteretic or irreversible change). There was little empirical evidence for regime shifts and changes between multiple or alternative stable states in these studies although some shifts between turbid phytoplankton-dominated states and clear-water, macrophyte-dominated states were reported in shallow lakes in temperate climates. We found limited understanding of the subtleties of the relevant theoretical concepts and encountered few mechanistic studies that investigated or identified cause-and-effect relationships between ecological responses and nominal pressures. Our results mirror those of reviews for estuarine, nearshore and marine aquatic ecosystems, demonstrating that although the concepts of regime shifts and alternative
stable states have become prominent in the scientific and management literature, their empirical underpinning is weak outside of a specific environmental setting. The application of these concepts in future research and management applications should include evidence on the mechanistic links between pressures and consequent ecological change. Explicit consideration should also be given to whether observed temporal dynamics represent variation along a continuum rather than categorically different states.
Highlights
• Empirical evidence supporting regime shifts and multiple stable states in freshwater ecosystems was limited to studies of shallow temperate lakes that shift between macrophyte and phytoplankton dominance.
• Despite a diversification in the number and use of terms describing large, sudden ecological change (e.g. thresholds, regime shifts, alternative stable states), about 85% of publications assessed for freshwater ecosystems employing such terms lacked convincing supporting evidence or appropriate data.
• Few studies reported on parallel time series of ecosystem state and nominal pressures over sufficient periods to distinguish pressure-driven changes from natural variability. Reports of potential recovery of freshwater ecosystems were few; pressures were rarely alleviated so the 'stability' of alternative states could not be assessed.
• Inconsistent nomenclature and vague links with theory may lead to the inappropriate application of the concepts of regime shifts and multiple stable states in ecosystem management, particularly when changes are not stable,
Introduction
Rapid and dramatic change in the structure and function of ecosystems due to human-induced pressures is of major concern to modern society, with high stakes associated with the impacts and management of such change. Of particular recent concern is the increasingly prevalent notion that dramatic ecological change can occur suddenly, and without warning, potentially causing stark or irreversible shifts in ecosystem state , Carpenter 2003 , Mac Nally et al. 2014 . Ecologists have conceptualized these ideas with terminology borrowed from engineering and other systems sciences so that non-linear ecological change is typically conceived as a shift in state from one relatively stable 'basin of attraction' or 'regime' to another, usually after an external trigger or disturbance tips the system over an unstable 'threshold'. Internal feedbacks are inferred to maintain ecosystems in particular states with varying degrees of 'resistance' (i.e. capacity to maintain a current state against a rising pressure) and 'resilience' (i.e. the capacity to recover once a pressure is relaxed) to disturbance (Harrison 1979) . The potential for such 'ecological surprises' is often raised to support urgent management action to avoid 'tipping points' and consequent undesirable change (Scheffer & Carpenter 2003 , Lindenmayer et al. 2011 . Conversely, terms such as regime shift are often invoked to argue that a system has already exceeded a critical ecological threshold and is residing either in an unstable phase or in an alternative, often novel, regime and therefore requires different management goals and tools (e.g. Walker et al. 2009 ). The regime-shift metaphor has profound implications for management choices and the development of appropriate aims, methods and interventions. It is vital that the evidence supporting this prominent conceptual framework be thoroughly and critically evaluated so that its relevance to particular ecosystems can be determined.
Ideas of ecological regime shifts, alternative or multiple stable states and thresholds are controversial (e.g. Peterson 1984 , Groffman et al. 2006 and have recently come under 6 increasing analytical scrutiny (e.g. Petraitis 2013 , Mac Nally et al. 2014 . Empirical evidence has been evaluated for a range of ecological systems, particularly marine environments and, most recently, in estuaries and nearshore ecosystems (Table 1) . These assessments found few instances of regime shifts and multiple stable states, and generally concluded either that methodological approaches to the identification of multiple stable states were inadequate or that the concept was of little practical value (Bertness et al. 2002) . The quest for valid evidence of regime shifts and multiple stable states appears to be hampered by three main impediments: (1) terminological proliferation and inconsistency; (2) inadequacy of the temporal and spatial resolution and scope of datasets for evaluating change in relation to the range of system variability; and (3) insufficient demonstration of mechanistic links between pressures and consequent ecological change (Peterson 1984 , Mac Nally et al. 2014 .
Mac Nally et al. (2014) pointed out that the frequency of non-linear change relative to that of linear change has rarely been considered.
Freshwater ecosystems frequently are cited as exemplars of regime shifts and multiple stable states (Holling 1973; Carpenter et al. 2011) , the classic case being a shift in shallow temperate lakes between clear-water, macrophyte-dominated states and turbid, phytoplankton-dominated states ). However, we are unaware of any prior critical evaluation of the evidence for regime shifts and multiple stable states in freshwater ecosystems more generally. Understanding ecological change in freshwater ecosystems is especially important because they are among the world's most altered and damaged ecosystems yet have high socio-ecological interdependence and highly contested resource management and allocation (Vörösmarty et al. 2010; Capon et al. 2013) . Freshwater ecosystems are likely to be extremely vulnerable to future changes in climate and other human pressures (Capon et al. 2013 , Capon & Bunn 2015 .
We examined the evidence for non-linear ecological change, including regime shifts, ecological thresholds, and multiple or alternative stable states, in freshwater ecosystems. We searched for published papers reporting abrupt ecological change and evaluated these with respect to their context, methods and results. Studies claiming to provide empirical evidence of ecological change were characterized according to the type of ecological change described and were assessed with criteria deemed relevant to establish convincing evidence of nonlinear change.
Concepts and definitions
A plethora of concepts and terms describe sudden, non-linear changes in ecosystems (Connell & Sousa 1983 , Lees et al. 2006 , Mac Nally et al. 2014 . For the most part, these concepts stem from equilibrial notions of ecosystem behaviour in which ecosystems are thought to persist in essentially stable states or gravitate towards other stable states in response to external forces (Connell & Sousa 1983) . Ecologists often use a ball-and-cup model to represent the potential for multiple ecosystem states to occur in the same place at different times, or at the same time in different places with otherwise identical environmental conditions (Holling et al. 1995) . A central tenet of this theoretical structure is the existence of thresholds or tipping points between alternative states, at which ecosystems respond disproportionately (i.e. non-linearly) responses to incremental changes in pressure (Groffman et al. 2006 ). Lees et al. (2006) identified four defining characteristics of regime-shift concepts as presented in the literature. First, they are sudden or abrupt. Second, they involve change in both physical and biological components. Third, they embody ecological change across multiple trophic levels. Fourth, they occur with high amplitude but low frequency; systems that vary with high frequency would be characterized as having high natural variability. For the sake of consistency, we use definitions provided by Mac Nally et al. (2014) to describe the key elements of this conceptual framework (Table 2) . However, we retain the term 'regime shifts' to describe the process by which ecosystems change state irreversibly across thresholds or tipping points. 
Regardless

Demonstrating pressure-induced ecological change
We do not consider the following studies to provide empirical evidence for pressure-induced change in ecosystem state (see Peterson's criteria: Peterson 1984 , Petraitis 2013 : (1) theoretical or modelling studies; (2) field or ex situ small-scale or short-term experiments, especially those of shorter duration than the typical generation time of taxa within the target system; (3) space-for-time substitutions, which are commonly analysed but that do not provide site-specific sequences of ecosystem states and pressures; and (4) longer-term (100s to 1000s of years) palaeoecological data series, given their different temporal context and often poor resolution of pressures, mechanisms and timescales of change.
We advocate two requirements for convincing evidence of pressure-induced changes in an ecological response variable or ecosystem state. First, the time series of data for the response variable must be long enough to allow detection of a change point (Andersen et al. 2009 ) and to distinguish pressure-induced changes from 'normal' or historical variability (Nicholls 2011) . Second, a corresponding time series is required for one or more putative anthropogenic (or natural) pressures to statistically relate to the change point (Thomson et al. 2010 ). If there is evidence that pressure has induced a change in ecosystem state, pressure release may be followed by a return of the response variable to its previous state, possibly after a lag if the system is hysteretic (Mac Nally et al. 2014) . However, if the ecosystem state does not recover after pressure release, with or without restoration actions, there would be evidence for breaching of a tipping point and irreversible change occurring, which is important for ecosystem management. Establishing such irreversible change requires a pulsetype pressure trajectory to be demonstrated. Many analyses seek a single change point, but more generalized models allow for multiple shifts in the mean value, variance or rate of change of the response variable or ecosystem state and relate such shifts to temporal sequences of the pressure inducing them (Brock & Carpenter 2006 , Clements et al. 2010 , Thomson et al. 2010 .
Methods
We used the Thomson-ISI Web of Science database to identify papers reporting on non-linear change in freshwater ecosystems that were published before the 15 th of November 2012. We searched paper titles using a combination of ecosystem type (i.e. 'river', 'lake', 'stream', 'wetland', 'freshwater', 'estuar*', 'swamp', 'floodplain', 'pond' and 'marsh') and change related search terms (i.e. 'threshold*', 'regime shift*', catastrophic, abrupt, alter* state, sudden) with '*' denoting a match-all wildcard. Other relevant papers known to us that were not returned by this search were added. We subsequently excluded papers that described changes in drivers or pressures only and those reporting solely on statistical methods for detecting ecological change. Literature reviews, theoretical papers and experimental studies that did not consider real-world data sets were also excluded, as were studies describing change on paleoecological timescales or short-term laboratory studies examining toxicological thresholds for freshwater biota. Papers that used terms such as regime shift without actually claiming to produce evidence of abrupt ecological change were eliminated from our analysis.
Shortlisted papers were then characterized with respect to their (1) spatial setting (location, climate zone, scale); (2) ecological focus (ecosystem type, taxa); (3) temporal context (time range, sampling frequency); (4) suite of pressures considered (major pressure type, temporal trajectory); and (5) research approach (field observations, experimental, space for time substitution). Instances of pressure-driven ecological change were categorized as potential cases of either gradual, non-linear, hysteretic or irreversible ecological change and the sufficiency of evidence for the non-gradual categories was assessed with respect to the criteria discussed above (Table 3) .
Results
We initially found 135 papers from 1967 to 2011, mostly (~85%) published after 2000 (Supplementary material S1). Over half (53%) concerned lake ecosystems while relatively few (c. 28%) discussed lotic systems. 'Threshold' was the most common term used to describe abrupt ecological change (c. 31% of papers) followed by 'regime shift' (23% of papers) and 'alternative stable state' or a derivative (17%). Earlier papers tended to use terms such as 'catastrophic', 'sudden' and 'abrupt' with 'regime shift' first appearing in the title of a 2001 paper .
A shortlist of 50 papers (i.e. 37%) comprised those that met our evaluative criteria (Table 3 ) and claimed to provide empirical evidence of stepped change or shifts in ecological regime or state (Table 4 ). Many of the excluded papers used terms such as regime shift without actually implying abrupt ecological change; most of these described high variance and relatively continuous parameter distributions.
Of the shortlisted papers, most related to North America or Europe (Supplementary material S2). Very few provided cases from Africa, Asia or South America, and none from Australasia. Correspondingly, most shortlisted papers concerned cases from temperate climates with few from tropical or arid regions (Supplementary material S3). The vast majority of cases (> 80%) were from permanent freshwater systems with few semipermanent, or temporary, habitats discussed. Most cases (64%) were from lentic ecosystems, especially shallow lakes, although there was a moderate number of studies on rivers and streams (Supplementary material S3). Macroinvertebrates, macrophytes and phytoplankton were the most commonly studied ecological response variables in the shortlisted cases (Supplementary material S4). Most papers (56%) considered responses of only a single major taxon.
A range of anthropogenic and natural pressures was examined among the shortlisted papers (Supplementary material S5) although the majority (56%) focused on ecological responses to a sole, major pressure type. Altered water quality, particularly nutrient addition, was the most common pressure investigated followed by hydrological and biological change.
In most cases (68%), the described pressures had press (i.e. suddenly increasing, then stable) or ramp (i.e. steadily increasing) trajectories that continued after initiation of the ecological change being described.
About half of the shortlisted papers focused on a single ecosystem (i.e. lake, stream or other wetland type) and a third of these measured ecological responses at only one or two sites. Many (63%) of those studies that considered multiple ecosystems (or watersheds) were space-for-time substitutions examining ecological state at a single point in time across gradients of anthropogenic pressure, particularly levels of urbanisation. The 32 shortlisted papers presenting studies that were not space-for-time substitutions included seven experimental studies in which pressures were artificially manipulated (e.g. addition of nutrients or pressures). Most of these studies were conducted over short time periods relative to the processes being investigated (e.g. re-establishment of macrophytes; Supplementary material S6). The remaining instances that were not space-for-time substitutions presented field observations from specific studies, or longer-term monitoring programs, or a combination of both. The period of observation of these studies ranged from single surveys to over 100 years, although older observations tended to be anecdotal (Supplementary material S6).
Overall, 27 papers from the shortlist met Peterson's (1984) criteria for demonstrating a pressure-induced ecological change, in that they were not space-for-time substitutions or short-term experimental studies, although two described natural seasonal, or supra-annual, variation (Table 4, Peterson 1984 , Petraitis 2013 . Nineteen (70%) of these 27 papers claimed to provide evidence of pressure-driven non-linear, rather than gradual, changes in ecological response with 10 of these papers describing potential hysteresis, and two describing irreversible change (Table 4 ). Six of these 19 papers discussed alternative states in shallow lakes while another six concerned ecological responses to biological changes such as predator decline or addition, mostly in lakes. Instances of recovery from climatic events, including hydrological events, were reported in another five instances while the remainder concerned restoration trajectories. Only five of the 19 papers considered ecological responses to pulsed pressures with observations continuing beyond the release of the key pressure(s) being investigated. The remainder examined situations with press or ramp type pressures that were still occurring beyond the ecological state change being described. Feedback mechanisms, potentially maintaining the stability of ecological states, were explicitly considered in 11 of these papers.
Evidence for pressure-induced non-linear ecological change
We outline the few studies that provided some evidence for a non-linear change that could be attributed statistically to the effects of pressures. In many studies, the reported changes appeared to arise somewhat unexpectedly so there were few time sequences of ecosystem states (or component ecological responses) and even fewer time series for the associated pressures, a similar finding to that of Mac Nally et al. (2014) for estuarine studies. In such cases, attribution of cause generally was narrative (Bachmann et al., 1999) . We found very few cases that provided even marginal support for pressure-induced alternative stable states.
While different states seemed to occur, they often were unstable or transitory, or represented slow trajectories of change following pressure release, rather than demonstrating stasis being maintained by internal feedbacks.
Communities of benthic invertebrates in the upper Arkansas River in Colorado, USA appeared to respond to the release of a pressure, a clean-up of water quality, especially zinc removal (Clements et al. 2010) . This study used a threshold-detection approach to determine the trajectory of benthic community change, but the study failed to link that change statistically to abundant water-quality information (Clements et al. 2010 ). Moreover, the study was conducted in the phase after pressure release and so the process of decline with increasing pressure was not documented.
There was also substantial evidence for stark changes in phytoplankton in the Bay of Quinte, north-eastern Lake Ontario, Canada . Reductions in phytoplankton biomass and changes in dominance by N-fixing cyanobacteria were attributed to point-source reductions of phosphorus in 1978 and to the establishment of invasive dreissenid mussels in the mid-1990s. The analysis was extended to zooplankton, fish and benthic invertebrates, with largely similar interpretations (Nicholls 2011) . While long-term (27 years) time series were available, the multivariate analytical approach together with correlated physical variables meant that it was not easy to attribute the cause of the observed changes.
Perhaps the most common form of alternative states discussed in the literature occurred in shallow lakes that switched between a clear-water, macrophyte-dominated state and a turbid, phytoplankton-dominated state . In many cases, these However, by 2007 the lake had once again become turbid, with increases in nitrogen, phosphorus and water temperature, and a recovery in fish abundances (Tátrai et al. 2009 ).
Similar short-term responses to biomanipulation by the removal of bream (Abramis brama) and roach (Rutilus rutilus) with addition of pike (Esox lucius) were observed by Meijer and Hosper (2007) . Last, shallow, naturally eutrophic lakes in the western Boreal Plain of Canada appeared to have a 'clear' state, dominated by submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV), and a turbid, algal-dominated state, but most of these lakes frequently alternated between states, usually in successive years (Bayley et al. 2007 ). Switches were related to total phosphorus and to cover of SAV, but harsh conditions 'reset' the biota in most winters so that the lakes did not achieve stable alternative states (Bayley et al. 2007 ).
DISCUSSION
Concepts of regime shifts, ecological thresholds and alternative stable states have gained much traction in the late 20 th and early 21 st centuries in research on and management of freshwater ecosystems (see Supplementary material S1). However, we found little evidence for pressure-induced, non-linear ecological change in contemporary freshwater ecosystems globally. Few studies in the literature presented data with a sufficient timespan and temporal resolution to adequately link anthropogenic pressures to observed ecological responses and to distinguish these from natural variability and even fewer met the relevant criteria for demonstrating regime shifts or multiple stable states (Table 3 ). These findings are consistent with reviews assembling and evaluating evidence for pressure-induced non-linear changes in other types of ecosystems (Table 1) .
The most convincing evidence for pressure-induced non-linear ecological changes in freshwater ecosystems comes from shallow temperate lakes, in which shifts in ecosystem state between clear, macrophyte-dominated and turbid, phytoplankton-dominated states have frequently been observed , Scheffer 1998 . Several cases (e.g. Blindow et al. 1993 , Bachmann et al. 1999 , Rip et al. 2006 , Tátrai et al. 2009 ) demonstrated that such ecological changes are at least partly driven by changes in water chemistry or top-down biotic controls. While non-linear pressure-response relationships are apparent in a moderate number of these cases, evidence for multiple stable states or regime shifts in these systems is still scant because the different ecological states described typically occur under different environmental conditions (e.g. nutrient concentrations) and hence do not satisfy the criteria for demonstrating multiple stable states (Peterson 1984 , Petraitis 2013 . The stability of contrasting ecosystem states in shallow temperate lakes is rarely apparent in the instances described with forward and reverse shifts often occurring repeatedly or even seasonally (e.g. Bayley et al. 2007) . Even in the few instance in which ecosystem state changes appear to have been triggered by, and persist beyond, pulse type pressures (e.g. hurricanes), other pressures (typically anthropogenic) are likely to have changed, preventing a return to the previous ecosystem state.
The establishment of macrophytes emerges as a critical process influencing the apparent hystereses in shallow temperate lakes, although few studies explicitly examined this process, instead recording changes in macrophyte cover or extent in relation to water quality or biological pressures. Environmental conditions necessary for the germination and regeneration of many macrophytes differ from those under which they can grow or spread vegetatively, often requiring drawdown of water levels (Cronk & Fennesy 2001) . Loss of macrophytes in lake systems may occur as a result of one pressure (e.g. reduced light levels due to increased turbidity), while their recovery may be limited by other pressures (e.g. the artificial maintenance of water levels). In such situations, apparent alternative stable states resulting from changes to water quality would not be truly hysteretic or irreversible in relation to the instigating pressure, instead reflecting the lack of a sufficient trigger or conditions for vegetation regeneration.
The influence of multiple pressures on freshwater ecosystems makes pressure-induced ecological change difficult to demonstrate from observational studies alone and reinforces a need for controlled experiments at the correct spatial and temporal scales to understand anthropogenic effects and to determine the appropriate management and restoration approaches (Scheffer & Carpenter 2003 , Petraitis & Dudgeon 2004 , Mac Nally et al. 2014 .
Apparent shifts in ecosystem state may occur commonly in some systems, such as temperate lakes, in the absence of major anthropogenic pressures (e.g. Bayley et al. 2007 , Wang et al. 2010 ). In highly modified landscapes (e.g. much of temperate Europe and North America), such naturally varying ecosystems are likely to be subjected to a wide range of anthropogenic pressures, the combined effects of which could prevent or slow down natural cycles of climatically or hydrologically driven variability.
Our assessment highlighted several practical obstacles to empirically demonstrating pressure-induced, non-linear change. In particular, the data collection requirements are substantial; datasets need to have sufficient duration, extent and spatial and temporal How long do field-based studies need to be run to provide evidence of non-linear change? The minimum duration of a study depends on the ecological response being considered. If the response is the population dynamics of a focal organism, then one could not expect to make an assessment without having followed the process for at least one generation. Even this duration is likely to be insufficient because extinction debt may mask the loss of long-term viability. In such cases population viability models provide one Our finding of scant evidence for pressure-induced non-linear changes in freshwater ecosystems implies that such changes are much rarer than gradual, monotonic changes and high temporal variability. This conclusion differs from the expectation one might draw from the frequency with which terms such as 'alternative stable states' and 'regime shifts' appear in the title and keywords of published papers. While it can be difficult to test for positive biases in the literature (i.e. the tendency to publish only studies that conform to or support a particular hypothesis), our analysis revealed a different problem of falsely associating theoretical constructs with results that do not credibly support them. While these issues have been widely discussed in the broad ecological literature (e.g. see Petraitis 2013) , this problem seems increasingly prevalent for freshwater systems, where these concepts have an especially high profile (e.g. .
The inconsistent and often vague use of terms that we have reviewed does not completely undermine the evidence base for large-scale or rapid ecological change due to natural or anthropogenic processes; we do not dispute that these occur and are responsible for widespread loss of biodiversity and degradation of ecosystems (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005) . Similarly, the capacity of freshwater ecosystems to recover from non-human disturbances (e.g. climatic or hydrological anomalies) may be greatly reduced with increasing anthropogenic pressures (Capon et al. 2013) . However, there is a clear need for much greater refinement and more consistent use of nomenclature relating to pressure-induced ecological change in ecosystems to distinguish among gradual, nonlinear, hysteretic and potentially irreversible change (sensu Gordon et al. 2008) , and to separate such directed change from stationary but highly variable systems. As the need to document, understand and manage ecological changes grows, so does the requirement for greater rigour in data collection and reporting, especially with respect to its temporal range and resolution and analysis. Analytical methods need to routinely propagate uncertainties in measurements of both response and pressure variables because apparently sharp changes may diminish once uncertainties are accounted for (Mac Nally et al. 2014 ).
More attention must be paid to the use and potential misuse of ecological theory in trying to predict future ecosystems trajectories. Such issues strengthen the need for long-term ecological monitoring of freshwater systems with data collection protocols firmly grounded in conceptual models. An emphasis is needed on processes and mechanisms of potential change and the measurable quantities that capture relationships between the trajectories of responses and pressures (Mac Nally et al. 2014) . 
Term Definition
Ecological response A time series of values of an individual component of ecosystem state, such as the abundance of a taxon or a rate of an ecological process (e.g., primary production).
Ecosystem state A numerical description of an ecosystem that includes one or more ecological responses, such as relative abundances of plankton species or primary productivity. This definition does not imply that the ecosystem state is equilibrial or stationary; rather, ecosystem state is a time-varying vector of ecological responses.
Pressure
A perturbation, typically human-induced, that affects an ecosystem state or ecological response and that may be transient (a pulse), persistent (a press), or monotonically changing in magnitude (ramping) over time.
Driver
A spatially and temporally extensive source of change, typically anthropogenic, that may induce multiple pressures. For example, anthropogenic climate change produces multiple pressures such as increases in temperature or frequencies of storm events and exacerbation of droughts.
Ecological threshold
The value of a pressure at which small pressure changes induce a disproportionate change in an ecological response or ecosystem state.
Tipping point An ecological threshold beyond which a former ecosystem state cannot be regained even when the pressure is released and restoration actions (e.g., provision of propagules) are undertaken. Synonymous with irreversible change.
Multiple or alternative stable states
Ecosystem states before and after a tipping point, often held to be maintained by feedback mechanisms Gordon et al., 2008) .
Regime shift
The process whereby an ecosystem changes from one alternative stable state to another. (1) space-for-time substitution study, (2) short-term experimental study and (3) insufficient presentation of data (Peterson 1984) ; Pressure trajectory: pr = press, pu = pulse, r = ramp (N.B. not applicable for space-for-time substitution studies); Ecological change type described: NV = natural variability, G = gradual, N = non-linear, H = hysteresis, I = irreversible. 
